
Avant Garde
Easy Fitting Instructions

Helpful Advice Before Fitting 

1. These instructions are provided in an easy to follow style. Simply follow the instructions in sequence

to fit this product.

2. Please retain all packaging until you have checked and counted all the parts and the contents of the

fixing pack against the parts list.

3. The fixing pack contains small items, which should be kept away from young children. We suggest

that you open the fixing pack and place all the contents into a container, therefore reducing the risk

of loosing any small pieces.

4. To clean the surround we advise that you use a damp cloth and buff off with a soft, dry duster. On

going care polish with a good proprietary polish. Do not spray directly on to marble surfaces.

In the unlikely event that this product has missing or damaged parts, please call our help line on 

0870 224 2811 or e-mail helpline@adamsurrounds.co.uk for assistance or to obtain spare parts.



Tool List:

• 10mm open ended spanner

• Measuring tape 

• Pencil

• Cement (If fitting a Gas Fire)

• River Sand (If fitting Gas Fire)

• Silicon adhesive for securing to the wall

• 4 x suitable  plastic wall plugs

• 4 x suitable wood screws

Parts List:

Please ensure you have all the correct parts before beginning to fit this fire suite

a) Surround front

b) Cast chair brick

c) Mantel top

d) Granite hearth

e) Fret, Ash pan cover and grate

f) Fixing Pack containing

5 x m6 nuts and bolts

5 x washers

Ash pan cover knob
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Front view
Diagram A
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(F) Grate

(F) Ash Pan
and Fret

Rear view

Diagram B

(B) Chair Brick

Damper - 

Not to be fitted

on gas fires

Bolts

(C) Surround

(A) Mantle Top
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Assembly instructions for fitting an electric or gas fire

Positioning hearth

Diagram A

Carefully unpack the hearth part (d) and position, Ensure hearth is centralised to your fireplace

opening. If installing an electric fire, ensure you have sufficient room for the power cable of your

electric fire to run to a socket

If fitting a gas fire prepare the bedding mixture, which can be sand and cement with an accelerator

added to speed up hardening, or special hearth bedding mixture available ready mixed .Lay the

bedding mixture on the floor, ensuring sufficient depth of mixture to support the surround off the floor

about 12mm .

The hearth must be sealed directly to the bare floor so that no air can enter the flue from

under the hearth. It must not be bedded on to a carpet (applies to gas)

Assemble the chair brick

Diagram B

• Assemble chair brick part (b) to the surround part (C) using the nuts and bolts provided, Assemble

mantle top part (A) using the nuts and bolts supplied.

•  Place the nut and bolt on to the screw shaft and align with pre drilled screw holes in the chair brick,

when screw is tight hand tighten nut.

• See Diagram C
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Screw - Hex Set

Nut and Washer

Inser ts through chair

brick into surround

Diagram C



Fitting the surround
With the hearth central to the fireplace opening, place surround onto the hearth (use cardboard to

protect the hearth) mark off position of 4 fixing holes on the wall. Remove surround from the hearth,

drill and fit wall plugs

If being used for an electric fire or no fire.

The surround can now be replaced on the hearth.

When the surround is going to be used with a gas fire, your Corgi installer will require the surround 

to be sealed to the wall. To ensure that air only enters the flue from the front face opening of the

surround.

This can be achieved by using a sand cement mixture behind the surround such as used to bed

down the hearth.

The outer edges of the surround sides and mantle top can also be sealed to the wall by using

silicone adhesive.

The surround is attached to the wall using suitable wood screws.

Attaching the grate and ash pan cover
Diagram D

Diagram (D)

Attach the grate by sliding into position, aligning with slot holes at the back of the hair brick. Slide the

fret cover into the side slots on the surround. Finally slide the ash pan cover into position
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Slide the fret cover into the slots

on the surround

Place ash pan cover into place
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Note: A CORGI registered gas fitter must be used to fit your gas fire.

Please Note If you need any further advice or any spare parts for this item, please contact our customer

service help line on 0870 224 2811 or e-mail helpline@adamsurrounds.co.uk for assistance.

Avant Garde

Helpline telephone number: 0870 224 2811

Helpline email address: helpline@adamsurrounds.co.uk


